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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, a novel approach based Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) approach is pro-
posed for human action recognition using 3D positions of body joints. Unlike existing
works, this paper addresses the challenging problem of spatio-temporal alignment of
human actions which come from intra-class variability and inter-class similarity of
actions. The first and foremost actions are segmented into meaningful action-units called
dynamic instants and intervals by using motion velocities, the direction of motion, and the
curvatures of 3D trajectories. Then action-units with its spatio-temporal feature sets are
clustered using unsupervised learning, like Self-Organizing Mapping (SOM), to generate a
sequence of discrete symbols. To overcome an abrupt change or an abnormal in its ges-
ticulation between different appearances of the same kind of action, profile HMMs are
applied with these symbol sequences using Viterbi and Baum–Welch algorithms for
human activity recognition. The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated on
three challenging 3D action datasets captured by commodity depth cameras. The
experimental evaluations show that the proposed approach achieves promising results
compared to other state-of-the-art algorithms.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recognizing human activity is a key component in
many applications, such as Video Surveillance, Ambient
Intelligence, Human–Computer Interaction systems, and
even Health-Care. There are several major difficulties to
vision based human action recognition, such as low level
challenges: occlusions, shadows, illumination conditions,
view changes, and scale variances [1]. With the develop-
ment of the commodity depth sensors like Microsoft
Kinect [2], we can easily access to the 3D data as a com-
plement to the traditional RGB imagery. Shotton et al. [3]
,
m (X. Fu),
proposed a method to extract 3D body joint locations from
a single depth image from Kinect.

The introduction of 3D data largely alleviates these
difficulties by providing the structure information of the
scene, slightly rotated view and true 3D dimension of the
subject, etc. But the challenge of intra-class variability and
inter-class similarities of actions is still a hard problem for
algorithms using various types of data. Intra-class varia-
bility is that same action completed with different subjects
is variant according to people's habit and comprehension
to this action. For example, as like waved-goodbye action,
some person wave his hand over the head and others only
wave in front of the chest. Some person wave his hand
only once and others wave his hand twice and even more.
The inter-class similarity is that only very subtle spatio-
temporal features can be acquired to distinguish different
actions. For example, the actions of drink water and have a
phone will be regarded as same action. These variabilities
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and similarities have seriously affected the accuracy of
action recognition.

The objective of this paper is to build a model that can
extract the principal characters of each action which solve
the problem of intra-class variability and inter-class simi-
larity of actions. We take advantage of profile analysis [4]
based on HMMs [5] theory and hope to find the structure
information of action sequences. Profile analysis is a
sequence comparison method for aligning action sequen-
ces and identifying new sequences with known action.
Basically, a profile is a description of the consensus of a
multiple sequence alignment. HMMs are probabilistic
models that are generally applicable to time series of linear
sequences. Different from general statistical models,
HMMs need to construct a suitable finite state automaton
as the topology of its hidden states according to the prior
knowledge. Due to the uncertainty of the topology of its
hidden states, the structure information of action is not
obvious. Profile HMMs [6] are strong linear state machines
consisting of a series of nodes, each of which corresponds
roughly to a position (column) in the alignment. The linear
state machines are statistical models which match given
sequences to aligned sequence families. In this paper, we
show that profile HMMs can have the ability to align
multiple human action sequences. A profile can be
obtained by the series of nodes that the structure infor-
mation of action is obvious. After the structure information
of action sequences are obtained, the variability and
similarity of action sequences to an existing profile can be
easily tested.

Our overall approach is sketched in Fig. 1. First, trajec-
tories of action, also referred to as discrete curves, can be
drawn by several 3D joint points. The segmentation points
S, splitting actions into meaningful action-units, can be
captured by the direction of motion and curvature of the
trajectory with maximum velocity. These newly obtained
segmentation points are also able to determine the start-
frame and end-frame of an action, and eliminate noise to a
certain degree. Then, the features of action units, consist-
ing of dynamic instants (postures) ξp and intervals
(actionlets1) ξa, are extracted from these segmented tra-
jectories and then are mapped into two Self-Organizing
Mappings (SOMs) [7] recorded as Tξp and Tξa , respectively.
Thus, numerically similar adjacent features can be mapped
to a single representative vector (model vector) m on a
SOM, which itself is a form of clustering process with
unsupervised learning. Unlike actions have been labeled
such as High Wave, Draw X etc, postures and actionlets will
not be labeled so easily. Therefore, Tξp and Tξa can be
divided into chunks according to the Davies–Bouldin Index
(DBI) value [8] which decide the clustering boundaries in
Tξp and Tξa . These chunks in SOM can be named with
upper-case and lower-case letters respectively referred as
the labels of postures and actionlets. Finally, capturing the
spatio-temporal relationships between action-units of
given actions, profile HMMs are generated by sequences of
1 We use actionlet to refer to meaningful atomic actions obtained
from spatio-temporal decomposition.
discrete symbols of each action. With these profile HMMs,
actions are trained and aligned.

The use of profile HMMs is especially appealing for
human action recognition for a few reasons.

First, unlike most other sequence alignment techni-
ques, a profile HMM can generate an alignment for a large
number of sequences of same action without first calcu-
lating all pairwise alignments. For our application, this is
particularly important as it means that we can train a
profile HMM on some trajectories of the same action and
then generate a profile for same action without human
assistance.

Second, a profile HMM can be trained so that it is most
likely to generate a symbol pattern for its action category
and also possesses traits involving insertions and deletions
to align many abrupt, abnormal, or period action-units.

Third, standard dynamic programming algorithms,
called Forward (for scoring) and Viterbi (for alignment),
are applied on classical HMMs. Using the Forward algo-
rithm, we can calculate the all probabilities of a sequence
being generated by profile HMMs, i.e., can be used to
classify unknown sequences for which model. Using the
Viterbi algorithm, we can reckon the most likely path
through profile HMMs that generates a sequence, i.e. the
most likely alignment of the sequence against the model.
But these algorithms have a worst-case algorithmic com-
plexity of OðNM2Þ in time and O(NM) in space for a
sequence of length N and an HMM of M states. For profile
HMMs that have a constant number of state transitions per
state rather than the vector of M transitions per state in
fully connected HMMs, both algorithms run in O(NM) in
time and O(NM) space [6].

The last attractive characteristic is that a profile HMM
can be trained so that it is most likely to generate a symbol
pattern for its action category. As shown in Fig. 8b, the
structure of the action sequences can be represented as
symbol sequence DaEkEdEtD because the consensus
sequence character corresponds to the highest value in the
row. Therefore the structure of the action sequences can be
easily recognized within longer activity sequences.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work; Section 3 elaborates our
method of features extraction, clustering of action-units
and aligning multiple actions; Section 4 discusses the
parameters setting and presents our experimental results;
and Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. Related work

Action recognition: In the past decades, video-based
action recognition has a great number of literatures [9–
11]. Spatial Temporal Interest Points (STIP) [12] are pro-
posed to represent an action by extracting dense local
features of Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [13]
and Histogram of Optical Flows (HOF) [14]. Bag-of-words
(BoW) [15] representation has been popularly applied with
spatio-temporal local feature based approaches.

Recently, with the development of the commodity
depth sensors like Microsoft Kinect [2], there has been a
lot of interests in human action recognition from depth
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Fig. 1. The general framework of the proposed approach.
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data. By using the Kinect sensor, the information with RGB,
depth, and skeleton joint positions can be obtained. Sev-
eral researches utilize depth maps as features for action
recognition. Wang et al. [16] extracted semi-local features
in the 4D space of a depth sequence. Xia and Aggarwal [17]
extracted the features of STIP from depth videos, and
developed a novel depth cuboid similarity feature to
describe the local 3D depth cuboid and to repress the
noises. Instead of relying on depth maps, many researchers
utilize skeleton joint positions as features for action
recognition. Li et al. [18] employed a bag-of-3D-points
graph approach to encode actions based on 3D projection
of body silhouette points. Xia et al. [19] mapped 3D ske-
letal joints to a spherical coordinate system and used a
histogram of 3D Joint Locations to achieve view-invariant
posture representation. The joints were then translated to
a spherical coordinate system to achieve view-invariance.
A Hidden Markov Model is used for action classification.
Similarly, Miranda et al. [20] described each pose in a
spherical angular representation and the SVM classifier to
identify key poses. The action is represented as a sequence
of key poses and recognized by a decision forest. Yang and
Tian [21] developed the EigenJoints features from RGBD
sequences, which combine multiple aspects of action
information including human postures in each frame,
motion information. But these current algorithm only
works well when the human subject is in an upright
position facing the camera. The human body viewed partly
will lead to that the results of experiment are not very
reliable. Wang et al. [22] utilize skeleton joints to define
action as the interactions that occur between subsets of
these joints. An actionlet mining technique is used to
represent an action as an actionlet ensemble.

Spatio-temporal alignment: Given two human action
sequences, an important question is to consider whether
those two sequences represent the same action or differ-
ent actions. This can be viewed as a spatio-temporal
alignment problem. Spatio-temporal alignment of human
actions has been a hot topic of particular interest. HMM
and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) are two main methods
for this problem based on temporal sequential repre-
sentation. HMM is usually used to resolve the problem
from the point of view of probabilistic. In [23], by using the
Viterbi algorithm, each action was modeled as a series of
2D human poses. Mapping poses or frames into symbols is
the main challenge of HMM approaches. But these frame
by frame representations suffer from redundancy. Fur-
thermore, HMM structure must be designed for domain
specific application. DTW is an algorithm for measuring
similarity between two temporal sequences which may
vary in time or speed. Ukrainitz and Irani [24] designed a
consolidated method to the problem of temporal sequence
alignment for a wide range of scenarios, while the tem-
poral warping is restricted by 1D affine transformation.
However, DTW is likely to be affected by the noise and
periodic motions, thus degrading classification perfor-
mance. Unlike most other sequence alignment techniques,
profile HMMs can generate an alignment for a large
number of sequences of the same action without first
calculating all pairwise alignments and also possess traits
involving insertions and deletions to align many abrupt,
abnormal, or period action-units. Though received little
attention in the computer vision field, profile HMMs have
been extensively studied in many other fields. Fischer et al.
[25] employed profile HMMs to learn amino acid sequen-
ces and then used to search on the six-frame translation of
nucleotide sequences. Wright et al. [26] used profile
HMMs to identify unknown TCP connection in wide-area
Internet traffic. Bhargava and Kondrak [27] adapted profile
HMMs to the task of aligning multiple words and sets of
multilingual cognates and show that they produce good
alignments.
3. Proposed method

3.1. Representation of meaningful action units

We address the problem of modeling and analyzing
human actions in the joint trajectories space. Action is
represented as a sequence of dynamic instants and inter-
vals, which are computed using the direction of motion
and the spatio-temporal curvature of 3D trajectories. It
uses depth cameras to track 3D trajectories that each tra-
jectory represents the evolution of one coordinate x, y, or z
over time for indicating the position of a specific joint of
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human. Motion trajectories provide rich spatio-temporal
information about an object's behavior.

To obtain meaningful action-units, we must learn
superior segmentation points S ¼ fs1;…si;…; sj;…; smg
Algorithm 2. Extracting feature of actionlets F a using segmentation points.
Input: Joint point trajectories R and segmentation points S¼ fs1 ;…si ;…; sj ;…; smgð1o io jomÞ
Output: features set of actionlets F a

1: set A¼ fa1 ; a2 ;…; ai ;…; am�1g ¼ f〈s1; s2〉; 〈s2; s3〉;…; 〈si; siþ1〉;…; 〈sm�1; sm〉g, where ai ¼ 〈si ; siþ1〉 indicates that an actionlet a starts from frame si and
will finish at frame siþ1;

2: set F a ¼ ½ �;
3: for i¼1 to m�1 do
4: for t¼si to si�1 do

5: Compute and store invariant value vt,Δht ,Δϕt,Δθt, kt of joint point at frame t in one actionlet, where vt is the motion velocity;Δht ,Δϕt,Δθt
are the directions of up-down, left-right and further-closer information; kt is the curvature;

6: Obtain feature of actionlet ξia concatenating vt ;Δht ;Δϕt ;Δθt ; kt ;dt and dt into a one-dimensional vector;
7: end for
8: end for

9: the normalization is applied to F a ¼ ½ξ1a ξ
2
a … ξm�1

a �;
ð1o io jomÞ to segment 3D trajectory of an action, as
shown in Fig. 2a. The problems of under-segmented and
over-segmented trajectories will always lead to insignif-
icant action units. Based on the previous studies [28],
superior segmentation points S for trajectories of an action
can be obtained by using the direction of motion (like up,
down, left, right, further, closer) and curvature of the tra-
jectory. The direction of motion contains some zero
crossing points, which easily yield over-segmented tra-
jectories. In order to avoid the problem of over-segmented,
a three times spline function is introduced to smooth
curve in 3D space. Thus, the possible segmentation points
are detected according to the value of curvature, as this
point is closer to the hilltop, whereas the value of the
direction of motion at this point is zero crossing. Seg-
mentation points can also determine the start-frame s1
and end-frame sm of an action and eliminate noise to a
certain degree in an action.

For dynamic instants of action, we can utilize human
postures to represent in this moment. Human postures can
be represented by relative distances d and angles θ from
3D star skeleton, as shown in Fig. 2b. For intervals of
action, we can utilize actionlets to represent these inter-
vals. An outline of the construction process to obtain
human postures and actionlets from trajectories is shown
in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.

Algorithm 1. Extracting feature of postures F p using
segmentation points.
Input: Joint point trajectories R and segmentation points
S¼ fs1;…si ;…; sj ;…; smgð1o io jomÞ
Output: features set of postures F p

1: set F p ¼ ½ �;
2: for frame t¼s1 to sm do
3: Compute and store distances between joint and the body hip

centroid joint ðdthead; dtleftHand; dtrightHand ; dtleftFeet ;dtrightFeet Þ;
4: Compute and store angles between two adjacent body extre-

mities ðθt
head ;θ

t
leftHand ;θ

t
rightHand;θ

t
leftFeet ;θ

t
rightFeet Þ;

5: Obtain feature of posture ξtp concatenating d and θ into a one-
dimensional vector;
Input: Joint point trajectories R and segmentation points
S¼ fs1 ;…si ;…; sj ;…; smgð1o io jomÞ
6: end for

7: the normalization is applied to F p ¼ ½ξs1p ξs2p … ξsmp �;
3.2. Clustering feature using unsupervised learning
Unlike action labels are easily labeled in real life, such

as walk, sit down, stand up, and throw, an actionlet or a
posture is hardly labeled or highly generalized using our
human language. Therefore, SOM and DBI are used to
cluster postures and actionlets.

The SOM is an unsupervised neural network learning
algorithm and project complex nonlinear high-
dimensional data to two-dimensional space. The sizes of
SOM can be determined according to the number of
training samples. It should be noted that the larger the size

of SOM, the more the over-fitting phenomenon occurs, and
conversely, the smaller the size of SOM, the more the
under-fitting phenomenon occurs. The features of postures
ξp and actionlet ξa map to SOM forming similar neural
units in Tξp and Tξa need to be clustered and labeled later.
But it is difficult to find clustering boundaries from the
mapping result of SOM. According to this limitation, we
can use the DBI value to find the clustering boundaries.
Therefore, we use SOM to produce the prototypes, and
then cluster these prototypes.

The DBI is defined as the ratio of Sc and dce and the best
clustering minimizes

DBI ¼ 1
C

Xc
k ¼ 1

max
lak

ScðQkÞþScðQlÞ
dceðQk;QlÞ

� �
; ð1Þ

where C is the number of clusters, fQiji¼ 1;…;Cg is a set of

clusters, Sc ¼
P

i
J xi � ck J
Nk

is the within-cluster distance,

dce ¼ Jck�cl J is the between-clusters distance, xiAQi, Nk

is the number of samples in cluster Q and ck ¼ 1
Nk

P
xi AQk

xi.

By definition, the lower the DBI, the better the separation
of the clusters and the tightness inside the clusters.

The number of chunks of the Tξp and Tξa can be decided
by the lowest DBI value. As mentioned previously, the fea-
tures of postures and actionlet are mapped onto Tξp and Tξa ,
respectively. Then, the Tξp and Tξa are divided by DBI value.
Each chunk in Tξp is symbolized by upper-case letters
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according to posture and each chunk in Tξa is symbolized
lower-case letters according to actionlet, as shown in Fig. 3.
Therefore, the feature of postures ξp and actionlets ξa were
transformed into symbols from a discrete alphabet so that
an action can be represented by upper-case and lower-case
letters generated alternately in a individual sequence, for
example, DaEvEvEwD. Sequences of the same kind of action
will correspond a sequence family to generate a profile
HMM. It should be noted that the 26 upper-case and 26
low-case letters are not enough to nominate the actionlets
and postures with a complex action.

3.3. Profile HMMs for spatio-temporal alignment of human
action

3.3.1. Hidden Markov models
A first-order discrete HMM Λ¼ fA;B;πg is described by

the following notations:
Q ¼ the set of states¼ fq1; q2;…; qng.
V ¼ the output symbols¼ fv1; v2;…; vmg.
An�n ¼ state transition probabilities¼ faijjaij ¼ Prðstþ1 ¼ qjjst ¼ qiÞg, where state st is the tth state.
Bn�m ¼ symbol output probabilities¼ fbjðkÞjbjðkÞ ¼ Prðvkjst ¼ qjÞg.
π ¼ initial state probability¼ fπijπi ¼ Prðs1 ¼ qig.
O¼ ðO1;O2;…;OT Þ: Observed symbol sequence (length¼T)
Fig. 4a shows a simple HMM. The probability of the
observation symbol sequence can be calculated as the
product of the state transitions and the symbol emissions.
But the HMM transition states cannot be observed: it is
hidden. Only the symbol sequence that these hidden states
emit can be observed. Therefore, given a class of action
training sequences, a HMM must be trained to determine
the model parameters fA;B;πg. The probability of the
observation symbol sequence can be acquired from the
HMM by using the probability PrðOjΛÞ.
3.3.2. Profile hidden Markov models
Symbol sequences of same kind of action are large-

scale similar sequences. We want to discover the structure
of action in these data to carry out pattern recognition.
For example, the high arm wave action of a subject may
has six action-units abcbcd: lifting hand above head a,
waving hand towards left b, waving hand towards right c,
waving hand towards left and right again bc, and final
laying down hand d. Different subjects do this action may
have different action-units: abcd, abcbcbcbcd or others. So
what is this structure in the end for most subjects? Sup-
pose that six position-specific column as shown in Fig. 4b
is selected as the structure of “high arm wave” action
which model the distribution of action-units allowed in
the column. Symbol sequences of action will align this
structure with match, insertion and deletion states. Thus
profile HMMs for detecting position-specific information
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from multiple sequence comparison are introduced for
this purpose.

Profile HMMs can be imagined as a series of consensus
columns as shown in Fig. 5 which consist of three types of
states: match states Mi, insert states Ii, and delete states Di

in each column i. Any arbitrary sequence can be described
as a states traversal from column i to column iþ1. Each
state can probabilistically transit to the next states. Tran-
sition probabilities aij are the probability from one state i
to next state j, such as aMiIi , aIiIi , and aDiDiþ 1 .

The bottom line of square shaped states is main states
referred to as the match states Mi, which form the kernel
of the model. Each match stateMi is represented by a set of
emission probabilities ei(a) indicating that the distribution
of values for a given position i emits symbol a in the
output alphabets

P
.

The second row of diamond shaped states is called the
insert states Ii, which are portions of sequences that do not
match anything in the profile HMMs. These states are
applied to construct variable regions that can be inserted
at a given position in a sequence. Insert states Ii are used to
account for symbols that can been inserted after ith col-
umn in our alignment.

The top line of circular states are called delete Di or
silent states, which represent symbols that have been
removed from a given position as well as gaps in a
sequence. For a sequence to use a delete state for a given
position indicates that a given character position in the
model has no emitting any symbols in the given sequence.

Given a profile HMM, how to align multiple sequences
based on the model is the first problem to solve. Viterbi
algorithm is used for seeking the most likely path of each
sequence generated by the model. Multiple sequence
alignment is to find Viterbi path of each sequence. Given a
small example of a set of human posture sequences as
shown in Fig. 6a, the output alphabets

P ¼ fF;K; L;N;
Q ; S; T ;W ;Yg have different probability distributions in
each column as shown in Fig. 6c. These distributions also
match the structure of the sequences family as shown in
Fig. 6b. Both of them reflect the normal structure of the
sequences family.

3.3.3. Adapting profile HMMs for human action recognition
In this section we describe the structure of our profile

HMMs as shown in Fig. 7. The main difference between
our profile HMMs and others is that the profile HMMs
used in biology have only a single chain of Match states. In
our case, the addition of a second match state per position
is intended to allow the model to represent the correlation
between action units in videos. In the context of human
action recognition, actions are segmented into meaningful
action-units: postures and actionlets. The labels of pos-
tures and actionlets are upper-case and lower-case letters
respectively. Therefore, an action can be represented by a
string, for example, DaEvEvEwD. Pay attention to the first
and the end symbol is upper-case letters meaning that an
action begin or end with a posture in our observation. This
is necessary as postures and actionlets obviously alter-
nated in an action. To allow for variations between the
observed action-units in the same action sequences, the
model has two additional states for each position in the
chain. One is insert states Ii representing one or more extra
abrupt or abnormal action-units inserted in a sequence
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unit sequences of action high arm wave. The match and insert columns
are marked with the letters M and I respectively in the first line.
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between two normal parts of the chain. The other is Delete
states Di allowing period action-units to be omitted from
the action sequences.

The classifiers we build for human action recognition
are based on our profile HMMs. Using the Forward–Back-
ward algorithm [29], we can calculate the all probabilities
of a sequence being generated by profile HMMs, i.e., can be
used to classify unknown sequences as which model.
Using the Viterbi algorithm [30], we can reckon the most
likely path through profile HMMs that generates a
sequence as shown in Fig. 6d, i.e., the most likely align-
ment of the sequence against the model. Using initial
parameters that assign uniform probabilities over all
action units in each time step, we employ the Baum–

Welch algorithm [31] to iteratively find new parameters
which maximize the likelihood of the model for the
sequences of action units in the training videos.

We now explain the design and use of profile HMMs Λ
of k classes with models Λ1;Λ2;…;Λk which employ to
capture characteristics exhibited by each kind of actions. If
we already have a set of action-unit sequences (Fig. 8a)
belonging to a family, a profile HMM Λcð1ocokÞ can be
constructed from the set of unaligned sequences after
using the Baum–Welch algorithm. The length L of the
Λcð1ocokÞ must be chosen, and is usually equal to the
average length of the unaligned action unit sequences in
the training set. The transition and emission probabilities
are initialized from Dirichlet distributions.

Once profile HMMs Λ have been obtained, a classifier
C1 can be constructed for the task of choosing the best
model Λcð1ocokÞ for new test sequence q

c¼ C1ðqÞ ¼ arg max
c

PðqjΛcÞ: ð2Þ

This is done via a straightforward application of the For-
ward–Backward algorithm to get the full probability of the
given sequence q.

The second classifier C2 uses of the well-known Viterbi
algorithm for finding the most likely alignment of the
sequence to the family, i.e., Viterbi path V. For a given
output sequence q and the associated probability of the
most likely Viterbi path Vc to each profile HMM, the Viterbi
classifier C2 finds Viterbi paths for the sequence in each
profile HMM Λ1;Λ2;…;Λk and chooses the class c whose
model produces the best Viterbi path Vc:

c¼ C2ðqÞ ¼ arg max
c

Pviterbiðq;ΛÞ ¼max
Vc

Pðq;V jΛÞ: ð3Þ

In practical terms, the Viterbi classifier C2 finds each
model's best explanation of the action-units generation in



Table 1
The three subsets of actions used in the experiments.

Action set 1 (AS1) Action set 2 (AS2) Action set 3 (AS3)
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the sequence. We choose the Viterbi classifier C2 that
provides the best explanation for the observed action-
units for experimental evaluation.
Horizontal Wave (HoW) High Wave (HiW) High Throw (HT)
Hammer (H) Hand Catch (HC) Forward Kick (FK)
Forward Punch (FP) Draw X (DX) Side Kick (SK)
High Throw (HT) Draw Tick (DT) Jogging (J)
Hand Clap (HC) Draw Circle (DC) Tennis Swing (TSw)
Bend (B) Hands Wave (HW) Tennis Serve (TSr)
Tennis Serve (TSr) Forward Kick (FK) Golf Swing (GS)
Pickup Throw (PT) Side Boxing (SB) Pickup Throw (PT)
4. Experimental evaluation

The performance of the activity recognition is primarily
evaluated based on its accuracy. In this section, we per-
formed this evaluation on three different datasets: MSR-
Action3D [18], UTKinect-Action [19], and UCF Kinect
Dataset [32]. In all experiments, we used the Viterbi clas-
sifier C2.

4.1. RGB-D action dataset

The MSR Action3D Dataset from Li et al. [18] was cap-
tured using a depth camera similar to Kinect and 3D joint
positions extracted from the depth sequence. Due to
severely corrupted skeleton data in some of the action
sequences available, we selected a subset of 557 sequences
out of the original 567 sequences in this dataset. The
duration of the sequences range from 14 to 76 frames,
which is approximately equivalent to 1–5 actionlets. This
dataset contains 20 actions performed by 10 different
subjects with 3 repetitions of each action. The 3D locations
of 20 joints were stored in the screen coordinates.

The UTKinect-Action Dataset from Xia et al. [19] was
collected as part of research on action recognition using
depth sequences. In this dataset, the actions include walk,
sit down, stand up, pick up, carry, throw, push, pull, wave
hands, and clap hands. UTKinect-action contains 10 actions
and each action was performed by 10 subjects.

The UCF Kinect Dataset was gathered form 16 actions
and a total of 1280 sequence samples suitable for a gaming
environment. These sequences sustain ranging from 29 to
269 frames. In each frame, the 3D coordinates, orientation,
and binary confidence values of each of 15 joints are
available and RGB images and depth maps are not stored.
In this dataset, the actions contain balance, climbladder,
climbup, duck, hop, kick, leap, punch, run, stepback, step-
front, stepleft, stepright, twistleft, twistright, and vault.

4.2. Evaluation settings

For MSR Action3D Dataset, in order to allow a fair
comparison with the state-of-the-art methods, we fol-
lowed the test setting of [18], dividing the 20 actions into
three subsets AS1, AS2 and AS3 as shows in Table 1, each
having 8 actions. The AS1 and AS2 group actions with
similar movements, while the AS3 is relatively complex
with more joints engaged. For cross-subject test setting,
half of the subjects is used for training and the other half is
used for testing.

For UTKinect-Action Dataset, to allow for comparison
with [19], we follow the same experimental set up using
Leave One Sequence Out Cross Validation (LOOCV) on the
200 sequences. For UCF Kinect Dataset, we follow the
experimental setting used in Ellis et al. [32]. All of our
experiments on this dataset are implemented using 4-fold
cross-validation.
4.3. Discussion on parameters setting

Similar to other action recognition methods, our solu-
tion depends on the following parameters:

The sizes of the SOM: The first type of parameter refers
to the sizes of the grid arrays of Tξa and Tξp . The larger the
size of grid array, the more the over-fitting phenomenon
occurs, and conversely, the smaller the size of grid array,
the more the under-fitting phenomenon occurs. In the
SOM Toolbox [33], the default number of neurons is 5

ffiffiffi
n

p

where n is the number of training samples. Hence, this
parameter could be set in terms of the rule given in
our paper.

The number of clusters on SOM : This parameter refers to
the number of chunks on SOM divided by DBI. The number
Dð1rDr26Þ of chunks is limited by the number of upper-
case and lower-case English letters. The activity recogni-
tion rate is directly affected by this parameter.

The number of match states: To evaluate the effective-
ness of our profile HMMs in practice, we use the afore-
mentioned heuristic of setting the initial model length to
the average length of the action-unit sequences.

The initial probabilities and pseudocount weight: The
probability ej(a) of state j emitting symbol a is estimated
by counting the number of times cj(a) that represents the
observed counts of state j emitting symbol a

ej að Þ ¼ cjðaÞþ1P
a0cjða0ÞþW

: ð4Þ

where W is the weight given to the pseudo-counts. The
probability akl of state k transitioning to state l can be
sampled from a uniform-parameter Dirichlet distribution.

4.4. Experimental results

We first evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach on the three challenging 3D action datasets. The
proposed method's primary advantage is robustness tem-
poral misalignment. The experiment results on MSR-
Action3D datasets are shown in Table 2. In our experi-
ments, the cross-subjects action recognition is conducted,
which is more difficult than using the same subjects for
both training and testing. From the results of MSR
Action3D dataset on cross-subjects test, the recognition
accuracy of our method is 86.4% which significantly out-
performs the other joint-based action recognition meth-
ods. We observe that the proposed approach outperforms
the methods using classical HMM [19]. The performance
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on subset AS3 indicates that the proposed representation
is better than [19] in modeling complex actions. But the
performance with [19] on subsets AS1 and AS2 indicates
that [19] is better than ours in differentiating similar
actions. We conjecture the reason to be that a profile HMM
requires a large number of training sequences ð4100Þ for
good similar action recognition [6]. Each action in MSR-
Action3D dataset is performed by 10 different subjects
with 3 repetitions of each action. Therefore, training
sequences for a profile HMM are only 15 sequences (far
less than 100) with cross-subject setting.

On a 3.30 GHz Intel Core i5 CPU machine, vector
quantization to features of actionlets and postures use
Matlab implementation. Profile HMMs are implemented
by using Cþþ . The average testing time of one sequence is
7.3 ms using Matlab. In paper [19] adopted classical HMMs,
Table 3
Human recognition accuracies on UTKinect-Action and UCF Kinect
datasets.

UTKinect-Action Accuracy

HO3DJ [19] 90.9
Spatio-temporal feature chain [28] 91.5

Proposed method 91.7

UCF Kinect Accuracy
LAL [32] 95.9
Eigenjoint [21] 97.1
Spatio-temporal feature chain [28] 98.04

Proposed method 97.6

Fig. 9. Confusion matrix in AS1, AS2 and AS3 un

Table 2
Comparison: recognition rate (%) on the MSR-Action3D dataset in cross-
subject setting based on AS1, AS2, and AS3.

Method AS1 AS2 AS3 Overall

Dynamic temporal warping [34] – – – 54.0
Hidden Markov model [35] – – – 63.0
Bag of 3D points [18] 72.9 71.9 79.2 74.7
Histogram of 3D JointsþHMM [19] 88.0 85.5 63.3 78.9
Eigenjoints [21] 74.5 76.1 96.4 83.3
Spatio-temporal feature chain [28] 82.2 85.4 85.6 84.4

Proposed method 84.7 79.2 95.2 86.4
the average testing time of one sequence is 12.5 ms using
Matlab on a 2.93 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU machine. Thus it is
illustrated that the time complexity of profile HMMs is
superior to classical HMMs.

Fig. 9 shows the confusion matrices for MSRAction3D
AS1, MSR-Action3D AS2 and MSR-Action3D AS3. We can
see that most of the confusions are between highly similar
actions like forward punch and high throw in the case of
MSR-Action3D AS1, draw X, draw tick, and draw circle in
the case of MSRAction3D AS2, and tennis swing, tennis
serve, and pick up and throw in the case of MSR-
Action3D AS3.

Following [18], the AS1 and AS2 were intended to
group actions with similar movement, while AS3 was
intended to group complex actions together. The para-
meters of Da and Dp are the number of clusters of action-
lets and postures, which directly affects the activity
recognition rate. From Fig. 10a, we find that the accuracy
hits their highest level (86.67%, 81.67%, and 97.5%) while
the value of Da is 18, 22, and 26 respectively in AS1;AS2,
and AS3 as shown in Fig. 10b. These data show that the
smaller Da are, the lower the action recognition accuracy
would be. But this situation is not suitable for the value of
Dp because these accuracies hit their highest level while
the value of Dp is 10, 10, and 18 respectively in AS1; AS2,
and AS3. These phenomena indicated that Da and Dp in
complex actions ðAS3Þ are larger than the ones in simple
actions (AS1 and AS2) and Dp is less than Da in the same
action. Therefore, we choice the number of actionlets and
postures with 18 and 10 for AS1, 22 and 10 for AS2, and 26
and 18 for AS3 to calculate the mean accuracy of action
recognition. The mean accuracy is 84:75%, 79.17%, and
95.25%, respectively. The total mean accuracy is 86.4%, the
best accuracy is 88:6% and the standard deviation is 2:2%.

Specifically, it outperforms the state-of-the-art on
UTKinect-Action dataset and UCT Kinect dataset as shown
in Table 3. On the UTKinect-Action dataset, our approach
has an accuracy of 91.7% which outperforms the HOJ3D
feature in [19] (90.9%). Finally, we compare our result with
all others on the UCF Kinect dataset. Our approach
obtained a much better accuracy compared to the state-of-
the-art works on this dataset.
der cross subject test using profile HMMs.
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5. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we obtain meaningful action-units
through take advantage of segmentation points. With
labeling these action-units, an action can be represented
by discrete symbol sequences. To overcome an abrupt
change or an abnormal in its gesticulation between dif-
ferent performances of the same action, profile HMMs are
applied with these symbol sequences using Viterbi and
Baum–Welch algorithms for human activity recognition.
These methods eliminate the noise and the periodic
motion problems experienced by methodologies that
either solve it only by hand setup or ignore it. Applying
action sequences to profile HMMs resulted in our approach
to significantly outperform other state-of-the-art methods.
The trends in this domain may devote more attention to
applications on group activity recognition. With the
development of technologies of the commodity sensors,
depth data with more subjects or even groups of people
may become available. In addition, obtaining robustness to
occlusion may be considered by future algorithms which
are essential to work in real scenarios. Therefore the next
step is to understand and predict human activities, and
more importantly, human interactions with the associated
object affordances.
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